
Be connected



We take rail freight to the next level,
making connections between

economic hubs in Europe better and faster.



B Logistics is determined to change the standards of conventional 

rail freight and thus accelerate the ‘modal shift’. 

> With fast and reliable connections between economic hubs in Europe;

> With technological innovations that boost performance and service; 

> And with a dynamic and skilled organisation.

B Logistics makes the difference and offers

real answers to rail challenges.

B Logistics, Be Connected



From a state owned, loss making freight company into a sound, 

private and competitive logistics partner.

Through cost control and structural operational optimisations, 

B Logistics has accomplished an impressive turnaround and in-

creased its efficiency, quality and safety tremendously.
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Financially solidified and organised for safety and reliability, we 

change our focus towards sustainable growth. Eager to solve your 

problems, B Logistics is in pole position to meet the challenges of 

the future.
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Based in Belgium, active throughout Europe.

We offer reliable rail solutions, operating block trains for 

conventional and intermodal loads and providing single wagon load 

transport throughout Europe.

(Figures 2015)

200 
locs

7.000 
wagons

30.000.000 
transported tons

1.900 
employees

5.000.000.000 
tonkm

456.000.000 
turnover



Based in Belgium, active throughout Europe.

We offer reliable rail solutions, operating block trains for 

conventional and intermodal loads and providing single wagon load 

transport throughout Europe.

(Figures 2015)

Per week and throughout Europe, we ensure for 

a wide variety of major European industrial players:

850
Block Trains

300
Intermodal Trains

725 
Single Wagon Load Trains

5.000.000.000 
tonkm



If you are active in Europe,

we can help you.

Headquartered in Belgium with a strategic position around the 

harbours of Antwerp, Gent, Zeebrugge, Rotterdam and Le Havre, 

B Logistics operates trains in open access in Germany, the Nether-

lands, Luxembourg, Switzerland, France, Austria and Slovakia.

The Green Xpress Network (GXN), powered by B Logistics, Xpedys 

and partners, is the fastest and most direct way to transport your 

goods by rail between Belgium and other important European eco-

nomic hubs. The GXN speeds up transit times and reaches new stand-

ards of reliability - quickly, safely, dependably and ecologically. GXN 

offers multiple weekly departures according to fixed timetables.
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> better reliability

> faster connections

> smarter information



If you are concerned 

about ease of use, 

B Logistics will help you.

B Logistics brings rail freight into the 21st century with new technology. 

Our innovations contribute to the increased reliability and efficiency 

of (y)our services.



Safe

Safety first. We implement technologies used in other industries 

(aviation, automotive, etc.) to create a safer working environment for our 

staff and safer transport of your goods. Safety innovations include sleep 

sensors, reversing cameras and e-learning.

Simple

Rail freight can be made a lot easier and more accessible. 

B Logistics will offer real time quotes and reservations via the internet.

Connected

Your wagons and goods are very precious. 

Stay up to date with their whereabouts and condition via your 

smartphone. Our data will fuel your supply chain systems.





B Logistics strives for trusted long term partnerships with its Belgian 

and international clients. We improve and develop rail services, placing 

you and your needs at the centre of our attention. Our dedicated 

customer teams understand your business and adequately respond 

to your specific logistic needs, providing you with relevant, accurate 

and timely information.

If long term trust 

and competitiveness 

are important to you,  

we can help you.



By developing the international connections you need, in combination 

with better, faster and smarter rail offerings and in closer collaboration 

with you, we aim for sustainable growth. Leading rail freight into the 

21st century with our new technology, we will be able to accelerate 

the ‘modal shift’.

Do you want to know more about our services? We are eager to 

respond to your needs.

Contact us via our website www.blogistics.be or send an e-mail to 

contact@blogistics.be 
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Client focussed solution providers,
offering real answers for rail challenges


